PRESSURE COOKER

EZYPOT

FREE
GLASS LID

The Baker EzyPot is designed with
16 programs ranging from cooking rice to
making yogurt. It also lets you take control
with custom cook setting to suit your own
personal taste and needs.

One press pressure release.
Durable and non-stick inner pot.
Easy-to-read large LCD digital display.
Fast and convenient way of cooking.
Preset-timer for 24 hours.
Power

Voltage

1000W 220-240V / 50Hz

Capacity

Inner Pot
Diameter

Operating
Pressure

Pressure Limiting
Pressure

6L

22cm

0-70 kPa

100 kPa

Stock Code : 880702060

ONE PRESS
PRESSURE RELEASE
Release pressure with just one press,
safer and easier.

COOKER LID
Ezypot comes with high quality rubber inside
the cooker's lid to ensure no pressure is
escaped during the cooking process. The
rubber installation is also made easy to
dismantle and clean.

THE RED BUTTON
AND STEAMING
Design with safety in mind, when pressurized, the
red indicator will rise and protrude make it obvious
and easy to view from a distance.

POTS
Pot
Capacity
6 Litre

High quality non stick pot for easy clean up.
Big 6L capacity suitable to cook for a family.
Comes with free glass lid for slow cooking
or sous vide function use

LID HOLDER

Lids designed to be
placed on sides of the
cooker.

DIMENSION

H
388 mm

342 x 342 x 388 mm

W
342 mm
L 342 mm

WATER
COLLECTOR
The cooker also comes with water collector at the back
of the cooker, to ensure no water dripping from the lid
after cooking.

16 MULTI FUNCTION PRESSURE COOKER
Cook anything you want... Anytime & Anywhere...

Sous Vide

Saute

Steam

Rice

Soup

Porridge

Meat

Cake

Sterilize

Seafood

Egg

Beans
Yogurt Maker

Slow Cook

CAPACITY

m

c
2
2

6L Large Capacity for more people.

LARGE USER FRIENDLY
LCD DISPLAY
Easy and precise preset menus for all your daily
recipes. Simple and choose your mode and press
start to begin cooking. Pressure Cooker allows
you to set texture too, making meal preparation
much easier for kids and elderly.
Product’s specification subject to change without futher notice.
Actual product may slightly differ from pictures shown.

